For many young researchers, the transition to establishing your independence as a principal investigator can be challenging. However, for Daniel Streicker, receiving the Science & SciLifeLab Prize for Young Scientists gave him the visibility he needed to get the ball rolling. And it has gained momentum ever since.

In the autumn of 2013, Daniel Streicker had just left the United States to pursue a fellowship at the University of Glasgow, Scotland. Whilst spending an evening with friends at the local pub, he received a voicemail message from an editor at Science magazine announcing that he had been selected Grand Prize Winner of the Science & SciLifeLab Prize for Young Scientists. Daniel had applied for the award a few months earlier by submitting an essay describing his PhD studies on rabies in bats, which explored the transmission of infectious disease between species. Initially, he could not believe that he had actually won.

“The first emotion that struck me was disbelief”, Daniel recalled. “But after listening to that voicemail several times and finding a confirmatory e-mail, I realized that the whole thing was real.”

In December that year, Daniel Streicker and the three other category winners were invited to Stockholm to receive their awards and to participate in an eventful week.

“The prize ceremony at the Hall of Mirrors was really special for me”, said Daniel. “The atmosphere of the room, knowing its history, and the mixture of people that were there – it was an impressive experience. When I got to attended the Nobel festivities that same week, I felt like I was put in a parallel world.”

Looking back, Daniel is grateful for the impact winning the prize has had on his career.

“Getting a research essay published in Science magazine and receiving this award absolutely feeds in to a series of accomplishments that make you more visible internationally”, he said.

After getting the prize, Daniel was awarded a Sir Henry Dale Fellowship from the Wellcome Trust and the Royal Society, who have funded his research ever since. He also received a National Geographic Emerging Explorer Prize and a Wellcome-Beit Prize.

“This awards demonstrate that you are operating towards the top of your field and doing work that is both intellectually interesting and potentially leading to societal importance. Combining this recognition with the actual research output can really move your career to the next level.”

Today, Daniel Streicker runs a research group of seven people, as well as two field teams in Peru. The general theme of his research is applying ecological and evolutionary approaches to large datasets to understand, forecast and ultimately prevent disease transmission within and between species.

“My team’s recent studies have shown that outbreaks of vampire bat rabies spread across the landscape in predictable wavefronts that are fueled by the dispersal of male bats. Using a genetic approach, we were able to forecast not only which areas had highest risk but also the routes that the virus might take to arrive. Now, we are using whole genome sequencing of rabies viruses collected before, during and after a culling campaign to understand how the social disturbance of bat culls might affect the spatial spread of rabies.”

With partners in the US and Peru, Daniel has also initiated a project around the possibility of creating an oral rabies vaccine for wild bats. The gel vaccine would be applied topically to the back of one bat and then spread to other bats by grooming.

Science & SciLifeLab Prize for Young Scientists
An annual award instated by Science magazine/AAAS and SciLifeLab, a Swedish national center for molecular biosciences, in order to promote young scientists and recognize excellent PhD thesis work. The prize is enabled by the kind support of the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.

scienceprize.scilifelab.se
Dear Colleagues:

In these changing times, it is critical that academia, government, and industry continue to work together to move ideas into innovative advancements. This is why the theme of the 2018 AAAS Annual Meeting is *Advancing Science: Discovery to Application*.

On behalf of the AAAS Board of Directors, I urge you to join us in Austin, February 15-19, where this theme will be explored through interdisciplinary scientific sessions, renowned speakers, and one-on-one discussions.

The AAAS Annual Meeting is the most widely reported global science gathering and the premier event at which you can network with future collaborators across disciplines.

We look forward to seeing you in Austin.

Registration and housing open in August.

Susan Hockfield
AAAS President
President Emerita and Professor of Neuroscience
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Creating links that last a lifetime
at the International Centre for Fundamental Physics and its Interfaces
École normale supérieure, Paris (ENS-ICFP)

In 2017, three outstanding Junior Research Chairs at postdoctoral level are hired for a two-year contract with a probable extension for a third year. Fellows are expected to develop new research projects within the Department of Physics at École normale supérieure.

What we offer:
- Internationally competitive salary,
- Attractive research funds and travel allowance,
- Access to a cutting-edge scientific environment,
- Complete integration into the Department of Physics through scientific exchange, teaching at the masters level and access to facilities

Please note that this year, the department of physics aims at hiring a Junior Research Chair in theoretical cosmology.

For the two other positions, the program actively encourages experimental projects through a reserved budget.

Deadline to apply is October, 30 2017 for positions starting in september 2018.

The Junior Research Chair positions are funded by the 10-year ENS-ICFP grant obtained through the French National Excellence Initiative.
One or two additional positions in theoretical physics will be made available by the Philippe Meyer Institute

Application process and research themes can be found at https://www.phys.ens.fr/?lang=en
@Physique_ENS
“We’ve been allowed to open our minds and embark on something truly transformative”

Professor Ed Boyden, Neuroscientist, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Grand Challenge Team Member

Grand Challenge offers up to £20m over 5 years to international, multidisciplinary teams with bold, novel approaches to address some of the toughest problems in cancer research.

cruk.org/grandchallenge
Call closes 12 October 2017

Reg charity numbers 1089464, SC041666 & 1103
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Cell analysis
Time for a change?

Recorded live on June 28, 2017

To view On Demand, go to: webinar.sciencemag.org
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Science AAAS
Exceptional scientists wanted

Present your work to the world.

Are you a representative of the upcoming generation of thought leaders in your field? Together we look forward to your application for the new Sartorius & Science Prize for Regenerative Medicine & Cell Therapy.

Apply now!
www.passionforscience.com/win-it
Automated Sample Storage System
The Verso automated sample storage system from Hamilton Storage provides new flexibility for medium- to large-capacity storage needs, from ambient temperatures to ~20°C. Verso’s new Universal Picker, available on all configurations, accommodates 96-well tubes, 1-dram vials, and other vial types and plates, and eliminates the hassles associated with storing disparate labware containers separately. The 96-tube Picker—Puncher processes REMP 300-µL and REMP 900-µL punching tubes in addition to normal 96-well format tubes, for a seamless transition between labware types. Complete walkaway automation allows users to attend to other tasks or program Verso to operate overnight, as it processes up to 1,500 tubes/hour and up to 170 plates/hour. Applications benefiting from the Verso system include drug discovery/compound management, biobanking, forensics, pharmaceuticals, and more.

Hamilton Storage
For info: 800-648-5950
www.hamiltoncompany.com/samplestorage

Supercritical Fluid Chromatography Columns
Waters Corporation expanded its Torus supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) column line with the addition of four new preparative columns. The new achiral SFC columns are designed for purification laboratories scaling up their separations of investigatory drug compounds, natural products, or synthetic chemicals. Torus columns for preparative SFC give scientists the resolving power they need to speed method development and increase their separations from analytical to preparative-scale separations. Based on a proprietary new bonding chemistry, the columns come in four different phases to cover a range of selectivity while being stable and reproducible, ensuring day-to-day and batch-to-batch consistency. Torus 1.7-µm and 5-µm columns are available in four chemistries—2-picolylamine (PAC), diethylamine (DEA), high-density diol (DIOL), and 1-aminoanthracene (1-AA)—and in a variety of internal dimensions and lengths. They are sold with the Waters SFC 100 System and other commercial preparative SFC instruments.

Waters
For info: 800-252-4752
www.waters.com/torus

Sample Collection Devices
Zymo Research offers five new sample collection devices. Each type of collection tube contains our DNA/RNA Shield storage reagent, which preserves the genetic integrity and expression profiles of various samples such as cells, tissues, blood, plasma, serum, saliva, urine, and feces at ambient temperatures for extended periods—up to 30 days. By eliminating the need to remove the reagent during the purification process, we have also streamlined the sample-analysis process even further. The five devices now available include a swab collection tube for mouth, nose, throat, and environmental sample collection; a blood collection tube for gene-expression analysis, microRNA (miRNA) analysis, and blood-borne pathogen detection; and a fecal collection tube and lysis tubes (for tissues and microbes) for miRNA analysis and pathogen detection, as well as gene-expression and microbiome analyses.

Zymo Research
For info: 888-882-9682
www.zymoresearch.com

FISH Probe Synthesis
Fluorescent dye-dUTPs (deoxyuridine triphosphates) are well recognized as superior to analogous methods using cumbersome, indirect two-step labeling methods. When coupled with the Nick Translation DNA Labeling System, this direct approach provides a simple, efficient method to label DNA for fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), suitable for a wide range of molecular biology and cytogenetics applications. The fluorescent dye-dUTPs have eight distinct colors to choose from, all spanning the visible light spectrum. They have high signal intensity and good photostability, and are available in aqueous or lyophilized formats. The Nick Translation DNA Labeling System 2.0 requires only 1 hour to label DNA, and includes the ready-to-use Nick Translation Enzyme Mix, which minimizes pipetting error. Validation is done with fluorophore-, biotin-, and digoxigenin-labeled dUTPs.

Enzo Life Sciences
For info: 800-942-0430
www.enzolifesciences.com

Automated Cell Counter
The Countess II FL Automated Cell Counter is a benchtop assay platform equipped with state-of-the-art optics, full autofocus, and image-analysis software for rapid assessment of cells in suspension—all in as little as 10 seconds. It uses trypan blue staining, combined with an autofocus mechanism and a sophisticated image-analysis algorithm, to obtain accurate cell and viability counts. With three-channel flexibility—brightness and two optional fluorescence channels—you can count cells, monitor fluorescent protein expression, evaluate apoptosis, and measure cell viability. The counter eliminates the subjectivity of manual cell counting and user-to-user variability. Lastly, the counter requires no cleaning or routine maintenance. A capacitive touchscreen and simple user interface provide quick startup and require minimal training. Using the USB port, you can save your cell-count results and images, then transfer them to your PC.

Thermo Fisher Scientific
For info: 800-955-6288
www.thermofisher.com

ChIP Assay
Chromatrap offers an optimized unique buffer chemistry that provides the isolation of high-quality and high-yield chromatin. The success of any chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay is dependent upon the quality of the chromatin. Our unique buffer system for chromatin extraction has been cited in a growing number of recent publications, including investigations into G-quadruplex structures in human regulatory chromatin and receptor signals in natural killer cells. Chromatrap has products that enable researchers to prepare chromatin using mechanical fragmentation (sonication) or enzymatic digestion. Both our sonication shearing kit and enzymatic shearing kit contain buffers for up to 10 chromatin preparations.

Chromatrap
For info: +44-(0)-1978-666222
www.chromatrap.com/products
DOES YOUR LAB SEEK TO UNDERSTAND MECHANISMS OF DRUG RESISTANCE OR DISEASE PATHOLOGY?


Find out more about the scope of the journal and submit your research today! ScienceSignaling.org
want new technologies?

Watch our webinars

Learn about the latest breakthroughs, new technologies, and ground-breaking research in a variety of fields. Our expert speakers explain their quality research to you and answer questions submitted by live viewers.

VIEW NOW!
webinar.sciencemag.org
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Win the Race to Discovery
Meet Our Discovery Squad

Ella Runs Simple Plex™ Assays Powered by R&D Systems

Simple Plex™ Assays are much faster than a traditional ELISA. The automated microfluidics do the work for you.

- Reproducibility in the single-digit CVs.
- Fully analyzed results in 1 hour.
- Multiplex with zero cross-reactivity.

Learn more | bio-techn.com/immunoassays